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Factors caregivers believe helped their preschool children to cope with a parent's detention and subsequent events. A study from the Western Cape.

An exploratory study of factors that caregivers felt helped their child, in preschool at the time of the detention, to cope with a parent's detention was conducted. It is part of a broader study looking at the consequences for these children of the parent's detention. Semi-structured, depth interviews were conducted with the prime caregivers of the child, in 1986 and then a follow-up study was done in 1988. The original sample contained 19 subjects between the ages of two and six years, from a range of contexts. In the follow-up study 13 caregivers were re-interviewed. The research was done in cooperation with community groups who provided the contacts and gave direction.

Caregivers reported a wide range of factors which they felt assisted coping, with varying levels of success. Results are reported in brief before a more detailed discussion is entered into, including case reports. The most commonly cited factor was the availability and use of social support and support structures, which appeared to be extensive in most cases. Family centered coping strategies were reported to be important where they were applied, particularly if the family was able to sit down as a whole and address the problems it faced. Politically centered strategies were also used. The focus in these was on obtaining information on detention so as to make sense of the situation and the use of political
structures to give vent to emotions. Other aspects of coping not covered by the above areas include strategies such as keeping a regular routine. As was found in the 1986 study (Skinner and Swartz, L., 1989), security of life following the detention was found to be important in assisting the child to come to terms with the previous stressor.
1. BACKGROUND

This study comes in a time of heightened detentions and general repression by the South African State. Since 1985 there has been an astronomical increase in the number of detentions, particularly over 1985 and 1986. From 1980 to 1984 there were a total of 3260 detentions (Foster, Davis & Sandler, 1987). In 1985 alone there were 1684 detentions in terms of the Internal Security Act, plus another 7996 emergency detentions during the 1985-1986 State of Emergency (Foster et al., 1987). While the total number of detainees has dropped again, according to official figures there were 2986 people detained for 30 days and longer over the period June 11, 1987 to June 10, 1988, remaining well above the pre-1985 figures ("Apartheid Barometer", 1988). At the same time the State is making increasing use of a wide range of other forms of repression including the banning of organisations, physical violence, the creation of vigilante groups, the criminalising of political activity, the creation of 'puppet' structures such as Joint Management Centres and Regional Services Councils (Merrifield, 1987) and the increasing use of restriction orders on detainees once released (Evans, 1989; Human Rights Commission, 1988).

This study forms part of a broader research project to investigate the effects of a parent's detention on their preschool children. Actual fieldwork took place over two periods, in 1986 and a two year follow-up in 1988. The aim of the present study is to ascertain what factors caregivers felt helped their children to cope with the detention of a parent.

For this report some background and motivation for the study will first be provided before a discussion of the theoretical models underpinning the research is done. A review of the research on coping in children, with an emphasis in situations of civil conflict follows. The methodology is then outlined.
A brief reporting of results is carried out. The discussion section will include an extended report on the results and some case material, and will be followed by the conclusion.

1.1 Effects of a parent’s detention on children
For a considerable period all studies of the psychological effects of detention focused on the detainees themselves. It is, however, becoming increasingly apparent that the consequences go well beyond that person to affect the entire family and the community (Gibson, 1986).

Studies of the effects of a parent’s detention on children conducted internationally include work from Ireland (Frazer, 1974; Lyons, 1979), the Phillipines (Protacio-Marcelino, 1985), Latin America (Allodi, 1980; Bozzolo and Kordon, 1985; Cohn, 1982; Cohn, Holzer, Koch & Severin, 1980; Dario, 1985; Weile, Wingender and Amnesty International Danish Medical Group, 1985), and Palestine (Punamäki, 1987). From South Africa there has been similar work done to show the effects on children (Lab, 1988; Skinner & Swartz,L., 1989, Swartz,S., 1986a).

1.2 A motivation for looking at coping
There is, however, a need to go beyond a straightforward description of results and symptoms. Methods for dealing with the effects of detention have to be found. Work here can go in a number of directions, for example, towards developing therapeutic strategies (Dawes & De Villiers, 1987; Friedman, 1987; Hayes, 1987; Somnier & Genefke, 1986; Straker and the Sanctuaries Treatment Team, 1987) or the provision of services (Petersen & Hansson, 1987; Straker and the Sanctuaries Treatment Team, 1987). Another alternative is to investigate protective and coping measures. This last option was selected as a focus for this study for the following reasons. South Africa is a third world country, and as such it has a shortage of sophisticated services of a curative nature, particularly
in the disadvantaged communities (Bradshaw, Yach & Fellingham, 1988). Problems have become even more severe as a result of apartheid divisions (Buch, 1987; De Beer, 1984). Services are particularly a problem in the rural areas as people have to travel long distances to get help. Private services are also too expensive for many people to be able to use them (Community Health Research Project, 1983). South Africa is also involved in a civil war, so many of the hospitals and associated services are felt to be unsafe. These feelings draw on a concrete level of experience as hospitals are used to treat victims of torture while they are still detained and allegedly to cover up for the effects of the torture (Birnstingl et al, 1986). People have also been detained from hospital (Bloem, 1985; Mji, 1986). The sense of "unsafeness" also exists at the level that these services are provided by a government to which the potential users are opposed.

Coping has the potential to be an important part of the overall health services, alongside therapeutic strategies, as coping can operate as a preventative measure. By assisting the person to cope with initial stress the possible negative effects that could arise may be reduced. The concepts behind coping and the process of implementation are also often less sophisticated and thus easier to understand than service orientated measures. This allows coping to be more easily taught and understood, so facilitating the use of factors that facilitate coping on a wide scale via education forums. For example, a family can be educated around the principle and process of implementation of one or another set of coping strategies in a workshop or from a booklet. Finally, coping factors can be implemented outside of the State controlled health system.

This is only the first stage of the research process into coping. Factors identified here will need to be studied empirically in outcome studies.
Internationally, there is also a movement in the direction of studying coping, even in first world countries, with the rise of community based health care systems (Kenkel, 1986; Ramon, 1986).

2. THEORETICAL MODELS

In order to develop an understanding of the factors influencing coping, some knowledge of the theoretical models by which we understand coping, is required. For this research models of stress, coping and social supports need to be examined before the information relating to coping in children can be reviewed. Full reviews of the areas are beyond the scope of this thesis, so only a brief overview of each will be provided. Directions to fuller reviews and explanations are provided in the text.

2.1. Stress

A range of models exist for explaining the role and operations of stress. The most common is probably the direct cause and effect model. An example of this would be the change hypothesis developed by Holmes and Rahe (1967). Other approaches take more intrapsychic factors into account be they from a behavioural, psychodynamic or cognitive basis. Critiques of all these models have been raised. They have been argued to include problems such as a decontextualisation of stressors, an assumed universality of response, the individualisation of stressors, the naturalisation of responses and the reification of the theories (Gibson, 1986).

For the purpose of this research a more interactive model of stress and its effects is required. Gibson (1986) and Turton (1986) have outlined similar alternative models of stress and its effects. These allow for stressors to be situated within a
context and for the effects to be adapted by that context. In adapting the stressors contextual factors operate on a range of different levels, from the social and economic structures of society to the interpersonal factors, in terms of the manner in which they impact on the person and the nature of the results. Gibson’s multi-level model allows for examination of the different aspects and the ways in which these factors listed above interact so as to modify consequences.

2.2. Coping
Coping is used broadly in this discussion to cover all factors that may assist a child when faced with the stressor of a parent’s detention. For the purposes of this paper, coping will be divided into two aspects: namely coping strategies and social supports, each of which will be dealt with separately in the following brief discussion.

2.2.1 Coping strategies
These obtain their definition from their relationship to stress, namely as those “efforts, both action-orientated and intrapsychic to manage (that is, master, tolerate, reduce, minimise) environmental and internal demands and conflicts among them, which tax or exceed a person’s resources” (Cohen, F. & Lazarus, 1979, p. 219). So in a similar fashion to stressors, coping strategies can be seen to operate on a range of levels.

Over recent years there has been an upsurge in interest in the area of coping. While much of the work has concerned coping in adults, the models do have a relevance for children. Some of the dominant models will be introduced before the research relating specifically to children is examined.

A number of models have been developed in an attempt to explain the coping process. These include Taylor’s theory of cognitive adaptation (1983), Rotter’s formulation of an
internal versus an external locus of control (Krause & Stryker, 1984; Folkman, 1984) and A.Antonovsky’s salutogenic approach to stress finding its form in the model of a Sense of Coherence (Antonovsky, A., 1987; Antonovsky, H., & Sagy, 1986). A.Antonovsky claims to have incorporated the major part of Rotter’s thesis into one of the components of his model (Antonovsky, A., 1987). The sense of coherence is explained as a "generalised emotional-cognitive perception on the part of the individual of the stimuli bombarding him, as they are, to a greater or lesser extent, controlled by him. The stimuli are seen as comprehensible, manageable and meaningful" (Ibid, p.155). The dominant theme throughout the models is a need for the individual to feel sufficiently in control so as not to be threatened by the stressor.

Other researchers have operationalised the coping process further. Of particular significance is the separation of coping strategies into three foci, namely: (a) appraisal-focused coping - efforts to define and redefine the personal meaning of a situation; (b) problem-focused coping - responses that seek to modify or eliminate the source of stress by dealing with the reality of the situation; and (c) emotion focused coping - responses that control stressor-related emotions and attempt to maintain affective equilibrium (Billings & Moos, 1984). F.Cohen (1987) goes a step further to draw out five modes of coping, namely information seeking, direction action, inhibition of action, intrapsychic processes, and turning to others for support. These categories, drawn from established coping scales, allow for the various strategies to be separated in terms of their roles and methods of operation. Lazarus (1987) raises the problem of individual differences which he attempts to explain by introducing the two concepts of individual susceptibility and resistance. These are used to explain which aspects of functioning make people more or less vulnerable to a particular stressor.
2.2.2 Social support

Social support is connected with and considered to be a part of the coping process for stress, but has developed as an area on its own, and therefore will be dealt with separately. A common sense belief system has developed around social support - that it is automatically assumed to be useful. Problems remain, however, as the nature and extent of this help needs to be ascertained and the process by which the effect is felt needs to be noted.

Two dominant models exist for the explanation of social support, namely the main effects model and the stress-buffering model (Cohen, S., 1988; Payne & Jones, 1987). The main differences between the two is that the main effect model sees support operating at all times whereas the buffering hypothesis sees support as having a function only at times of stress. The dominant sense now is that both are likely to apply, i.e. that social support is important at all times but attains a particular importance in periods of stress (Payne & Jones, 1987). S. Cohen (1988) operationalises the two models by breaking them down into four factors through which the effects of social support may be felt, i.e. by providing information of use, by defending the person's identity and self-esteem, positive social influence and the provision of tangible resources.

The other important distinction of which to be aware in examining social support is that between measuring the size of a person's social network on the one hand and the person's perceptions of their social supports on the other (Procidano & Heller, 1983; Rowlinson & Felner, 1988). In studies where both have been researched, they were found to influence different aspects of a person's reaction to stressors (Shisana & Celentano, 1987).
3. RESEARCH ON COPING IN CHILDREN

Research on coping among children is less developed than similar work with adults. There have, however, been a number of studies which have touched on factors influencing coping which have been effective within the situation being researched.

3.1. Rutter's model

Before beginning a review of some of the literature in this area, it will be useful to outline a model developed by Rutter (1985). This proposes a structure for understanding how children develop resilience in the face of adversity. In this Rutter (1985) discusses the two components: protective factors and interactive processes, each of which will be very briefly discussed in turn.

3.1.1. Protective factors

Protective factors do not constitute a pleasurable experience in the ordinary sense of the word. They can be experiences that steel a person against future negative experiences or sensitise her/him to danger signals. They do not have to be an experience at all but can be constitutional, a personality trait, or a characteristic of social status. Finally, they do not necessarily have a beneficial effect in their own right, but only when seen in interactions with a stressor.

Rutter (1985) lists the following as some of the factors that have been shown empirically to provide protection: age, sex, temperament, prior experience, the security of the child within relationships with both parents and significant others, good parental relations and parents with adequate parenting skills.
3.1.2. Interactive factors
Interactive factors and/or coping strategies come into play only after the stressor has occurred. These are behaviours on the part of the children or their parents that may diminish the negative consequences of the stressor for the child.

Some of the factors include subsequent patterns of parent-child relations, social supports, a lack of obvious anxiety on the part of the caregivers, the presence of a parent, and good care after the event.

3.2. Other general reviews
In another review of the literature, Garmezy (1983) emphasised that resilience has a more significant contribution than most people give credit for. He isolated as important aids to resilience the following factors: (a) various demographic variables such as social class; (b) personality; (c) the family milieu; (d) external supports and (e) the quality of the parents' relationship. Lyons (1971) also found that children often showed themselves to be more flexible and adaptive under situations of acute stress, providing that they felt reasonably secure at home with their parents.

3.3. Coping in situations of civil conflict
Research in the area of war, civil violence and detention has led to the identification of a number of coping methods and protective factors. Poster (1983) and Garmezy and Rutter (1985) emphasise the usefulness of stress immunization as an aid to protection. Poster uses the method of desensitization and illustrates it using a method of desensitizing a child to a hospital environment. While much of this program of densensitisation by exposure proposed by Poster is inappropriate to detention, the concept remains important. An alternative suggested by Garmezy and Rutter is via explanations prior to the event so that the child and family have an idea of what may happen and are better prepared for it.
when it does. More intelligent children or children with a greater ability to understand will have an advantages as well (Gibson, 1986). Direct involvement in the civil strife can be a protection as against being on the periphery. Frazer (1971) found that children in the areas of high civil strife in Northern Ireland fared better than children in neighbouring suburbs. In all of these cases, the child is able to attach meaning and context to the event and it is no longer something frightening in fantasy.

Obtaining meaning is also important as a coping strategy. Researchers from Latin America (Bozzolo & Kordon, 1985; Di Lonardo, Darlu, Baur, Orrego & King, (1984) and those examining the effects of war (Baider & Rosenfeld, 1974) emphasise the importance of being honest with the child even if the explanation may seem very traumatic. Allodi (1980) and Baider & Rosenfeld (1974) argue in favour of accurate and political explanations being given. This seems to have been important particularly in Latin America where, very often, the governments tried to cover up their atrocities. In a similar vein, participation in follow up activities assist the child in obtaining meaning, e.g. participating in the ongoing process of resistance to the State that detained or killed the child’s parent (Bozzolo and Kordon, 1985; Dario, 1985).

S.Swartz (1985) emphasises the importance of allowing the child freedom to express feelings and to give a structured space for catharsis to take place. Within this the child’s feelings need to be accepted and taken as real and important (Swartz,S., 1986b).

Berg (1988), in the related situation of a parent dying, found that it was important that the event be demystified for the child rather than allowing the child’s fantasy to create potentially worse alternatives e.g. of abandonment. Berg also found it important for the child to participate in the follow-
up activities, such as helping in the preparation of a parent's funeral, and that the child be given the freedom to express feelings.

A final area of importance is having a sense of security after the event (Garmezy & Rutter, 1985). Within this broader area children will generally feel more secure if kept with their families (Kinzie, Sack, Angell, Manson & Ruth, 1986; Sack, Angell, Kinzie & Ruth, 1986), and any treatment attempted should be family centered (Protacio-Marcelino, 1985). Where possible routines should be kept constant as this aids the child to feel the future is predictable and secure (Allodi, 1980). An additional source of potential support is school, particularly if there are sympathetic teachers who can assist the child in a period where peer relations may be difficult (Sack et al., 1985). The child may often not be worried about the situation around them unless their parents are worried. If parents do get anxious, children can often pick this up and the sense of anxiety is passed on, as the child feels more insecure (Baider & Rosenfeld, 1974; Gibson, 1986; Lyons, 1971; Ziv, Kruglanski & Shulman, 1974).

This study hopes to build on the above findings and to develop hypotheses for further testing. It will also provide information on the South African situation.

4. METHODOLOGY

Information used in this paper is based on two research studies. The first was conducted in 1986 and the second, a two year follow-up, done in 1988. A greater emphasis will be placed on the second study, as the caregivers' reports of factors that assisted coping were specifically sought on this occasion. It should be noted that this paper reports on only a part of a much broader study. As this paper draws on material
from the 1986 study (Skinner & Swartz, L., 1989) parts of the methodology section will be drawn directly from that paper.

4.1. Subjects
In the first study, information on a total of 19 children, between the ages of two and six, was collected over 16 interviews. In three cases, the family had two children within this age range. The primary caregiver over this period, usually the mother, was interviewed in an effort to glean retrospectively her report on the children's behaviour at the time of the detention of the parent, as well as subsequently.

Subjects were obtained via contacting people working in community organizations. Due to problems related to doing research of this nature in South Africa, particularly during a declared state of emergency, it was not possible to obtain a random sample of children. The final sample contained 2 white, 11 'coloured' and 6 black subjects.¹ Children about whom the mothers or other primary caregivers were interviewed had had at least one of their parents detained either during the 1985/86 State of Emergency or in terms of Section 29 of the Internal Security Act. All detentions had taken place within a year prior to the interview.

In the follow up study attempts were made to recontact the families. Twelve families were interviewed, covering a total of 13 subjects. One family had to leave the country as a result of heightened police repression and so was lost to follow up. Two families, including four subjects, had moved home and were uncontactable. The remaining family was 'on the

¹ These classifications were made according to the Governmental regulations of race classification as per The Population Registration Act No. 30 of 1950 as amended 1956 to 1986.
run'² at the time of the follow up study and did not want to be interviewed.

4.2. Measures
In the first study, a checklist was created in two sections: one section covered the possible likely range of behaviour changes noted in the children following the detention of the parent, while the second provided both demographic and contextual information. Items were drawn from the previously cited literature on the effects of civil violence and detention on children, and from the personal experiences of the researcher and members of the community organisations.

For the second study, a revised checklist was drawn up. Additions were made to cover problems the child might be experiencing at school as a number had since begun school, and to cover for any intermediate events that may have occurred, e.g. moving house or a parent’s redetention. A short checklist of coping strategies and protective factors as described in the literature cited above was also drawn up.

4.3. Procedure
For the first study, semi-structured depth interviews lasting between thirty minutes and an hour were conducted by the researcher. Prior to the interview, the nature and purpose of the research was carefully described to the respondents. In some cases, prior to the interview proper, it was necessary to have an entire visit during which the researcher discussed his research and established his credibility, including an explanation of how he had obtained respondent’s names. For the

² This term refers to people who were attempting to avoid being caught by the police, as they feared they would be detained. Being on the run involves amongst other things not being able to live at home, changing the place where you stay on a regular basis and can mean being cut off from friends and not being able to work.
particular group being researched, professional credibility is not enough and political credibility also needs to be established. (Straker & the Sancturies Treatment Team, 1987). This credibility, once established, tended to improve rapport but, nevertheless, the interview was conducted only if the interviewee felt secure about providing this personal information. Confidentiality was stressed at all times, and no respondent refused to be interviewed. Permission to tape record interviews was requested. In one case this request was refused because the interviewee felt self-conscious not about the events that had transpired, but rather about her command of English. In this case detailed notes were taken. Interviews were conducted at places (usually in interviewee’s homes), and times convenient to them.

The caregiver was given space to talk freely, with the interviewer making sure along the way that all areas covered by the checklists were discussed. This procedure contributed to an informal interview without rapid firing of questions. The maximum time of two hours over two visits in some cases (one to establish credibility, one to conduct the interview proper) proved sufficient for the limited aims of the study. Numerous repeat visits could have proved dangerous for the respondents as many were being monitored by security personnel.

The time available for data collection was limited, and access to respondents extremely difficult and time-consuming, so it was decided to interview as many caregivers of children of detainees as possible, and not to use further time in the process of trying to find suitably matched controls. A control group would have presented further problems in terms of contacts and availability given the high prevalence of detentions particularly amongst political activists.
In the second study, attempts were made to recontact all the families. Contact was made either by telephone or by a visit. The researcher began by identifying himself and ascertaining whether the person remembered who he was. Once this was achieved, a brief explanation was provided of the reason for contact and an appointment time was established. On some occasions it took three or four contacts to set up a time to do the research.

Before beginning the interview, the purpose of the research was explained. The interviewees were informed as to what had happened with the previous research, particularly how the information had been used for the benefit of community structuring. Each family was given a copy of a newspaper article (Levy, 1986) which had reported on the study and a Repression and Stress manual, a community education booklet looking at the effects of repression and stress on social and behavioural functioning (Detention Treatment Team and Organisation for Appropriate Social Services in South Africa, 1987).

Once again, interviews were taped and the interview was begun only once the person felt comfortable to begin. In one case the person requested not to be taped and in this case detailed notes were taken. The reason given for this request was that the family was again under increased threat from the security police and had a general high level of anxiety.

The interviews were loosely structured, allowing the interviewee considerable space for talking. Interviews lasted for between 20 minutes and 3 hours. A general pattern followed was to talk first about the intervening period between the two interviews. Problems that the child had at present or at various stages during the intervening period were then discussed, as well as how they had been dealt with. Finally,
factors the caregiver felt had helped the child to cope were discussed.

5. RESULTS

As was indicated in the methodology section this is part of a larger research study. The broader project covers the effects of a parent's detention on the pre-school child and an analysis of elements of their fantasy life. Only the data on the factors affecting coping will be reported unless it is relevant within the discussion on these factors to report on effects and on the fantasy life.

One problem in the recording and reporting of results, particularly for the second study, was a tendency on the part of caregivers to see the child as perfect prior to the detention.

5.1. Demographic and environmental variables
The following tables show the distribution of the children and their families in terms of some of the demographic variables, firstly age (Table 1):

TABLE 1: Ages of the children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st study n=19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd study n=13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 For full report, see Skinner and Swartz L, 1989

4 In some cases the follow-up period was longer than 2 years. In this case the girl was closer to her ninth birthday at the time of the interview.
Secondly, the distribution of the families across social classes (Table 2):

**TABLE 2: Social class of the family**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Working Class</th>
<th>Petit Bourgeois</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st study n=19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd study n=13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the distribution of children in terms of racial classification:

**TABLE 3: Shows the distribution of children in terms of racial classification of the child**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Coloured</th>
<th>Black</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st study n=19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd study n=13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 gives the division of the children on the basis of gender:

**TABLE 4: Gender of the child**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st study n=19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd study n=13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Out of the full sample of 19 children, in 17 of the cases it was the father who had been detained and in 2 the mother. For

5 The breadwinner is an unskilled or semiskilled labourer.

6 The breadwinner is a skilled worker, a white collar worker or a professional.
15 of the subjects the detainee played an important role in care giving and in 3 of these played an equal role.

The different periods of time the child’s parent spent in detention are outlined in Table 5.

TABLE 5: Detention periods of the child’s parent (measured in days)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>12-17</th>
<th>34-43</th>
<th>65-85</th>
<th>91-99</th>
<th>188</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Count</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(after Skinner & Swartz, L., 1989)

The parents of 4 subjects who had not yet been released had already been in detention for between 91 and 99 days, at the time of the interview. In 74% of cases in the original sample there was a regular or constant presence of security forces near their homes and in 40% of cases the family had experienced some harrassment. Three children have themselves been questioned by the police.

Six of the children were able to visit the detainee but only in 2 cases were contact visits allowed.

Care givers felt that they were generally controlled in front of the children, although they often felt anxious. At the time of the first study, seven admitted to breaking down occasionally. Similarly in the follow-up study most claimed to keep calm in front of the children, but a number made sure that they had opportunities at other times to break down and release emotions. One mother had to take a week’s holiday away from the children as she felt that she was beginning to experience problems in coping.
Table 6 covers the different processes by which the parent was detained:

**TABLE 6: Occurrences of different processes of detention n=19**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. At home during afternoon or evening, small group of police arrived, generally courteous</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Early in morning so people woken up, small group of police, generally courteous</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Early in morning, a large group and used a show of force</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Early in morning, a large group, show of force, threatened family</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Early in morning, a large group, show of force, threats to life and of physical harm made to detainee and family at gunpoint</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Early in morning, a large group, show of force, threats to life and of physical harm made to detainee and family at gunpoint, detainee beaten</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Skinner & Swartz, L., 1989, p. 248)

In nine cases the daily routine of the child was changed to a significant extent and in four cases these were large, including the remaining caregiver having to go out to work or a change in the place of residence.

In the first study, security of life subsequent to the detention was found to be important (Skinner & Swartz, L., 1989). Of the 19 subjects, only one child’s parents had not been subsequently harrassed. Three were experiencing constant harrassment, seven had had to go on the run as a result of the harrassment and fear of redetention and two had been redetained.
Of the 13 subjects involved in the second study, four of their parents have been subsequently charged with a political offence and been sent to jail without ever returning home. Of the remaining nine, two subjects’ parents had been redetained and four had had to go on the run. Of the nine cases, in six the families have faced consistent and threatening harassment such as bullets being fired through their windows, being dismissed from their jobs and having their houses raided and items confiscated. Two experienced lighter forms of harassment. Other major stressors that also occurred were moving home in four cases, a younger sibling being born in two and one child’s elder sibling died in a road accident.

5.2. Factors that caregivers report affected coping and/or adjustment

Only a brief summary of reported factors will be provided here. A fuller discussion will be entered into in the following section.

A total of 94 different coping strategies or support structures were given by the families, as options that had helped. Some of the approaches were reported to have worked, others had no effect while a few were actually counter productive. My clinical impressions of the effectivity of the different factors will be outlined in the discussion section. The extent to which some were applied varied between one subject and 17 subjects (see Table 7 for a list of all strategies used more than once).
TABLE 7: Factors present on more than one occasion that families used to be able to cope

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supports</th>
<th>Family centered strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extended family</td>
<td>Family doing things together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>going out socially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Organisations</td>
<td>on hikes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Organisations</td>
<td>on holiday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detainees Parents Support Committee (DPSC)</td>
<td>Caregivers controlled anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crisis Centre</td>
<td>Care givers and child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent’s Conference</td>
<td>spending time together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detainees Treatment Team (DTT)</td>
<td>Care giver withdrew from other activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation for Appropriate Social Services in South Africa (OASSSA)</td>
<td>Tried to face stressors/ problems head on together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family relationships good</td>
<td>Takes decisions with kids as focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children have friends whose parents were detained</td>
<td>Parents have space to talk through issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive role model outside of family</td>
<td>Siblings helped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>Parents made sure there was always someone at home with children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents in therapy</td>
<td>Kept a regular constant routine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politically Centred Strategies</td>
<td>Detainee adapted back easily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politically aware/exposed to politics</td>
<td>Detainee had good relationship with child prior to detention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child was allowed to listen in and participate in political discussions</td>
<td>Family used to do a lot of things together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child has political understanding of detention</td>
<td>Other Coping Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detention reconstructed as a positive event/ordinary life event/or as a part of the struggle</td>
<td>Organised contact visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Took part in political activities</td>
<td>Have moved out of area where family used to live</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children were able to express anger at police</td>
<td>Parents took time to get themselves organised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space to talk about detention</td>
<td>answering the door</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space to allow fantasy material to appear</td>
<td>Special school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed escape plans</td>
<td>played games representing the detention situation or repression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The most common factor was the support provided. This came from family, friends, the community in which the subjects lived, their political organisations and service organisations. From the first study it appeared that everybody had at least one support structure with some people receiving support from a broad range of sources. Most commonly used were friends and family, in 16 cases each, and political organisations in 15 cases. Service organisations, with the exception of DPSC, were not well used. Religion and the church is an important structure for support for more than half of the families, in terms of providing a meaning for the situation, a hope and faith in the future and a social base.

Over the intervening period between the two studies there was a drop in the levels of support provided. While this was not too serious a problem for some parents, others who still had family members in prison found life increasingly difficult to cope with. At the same time, there was a drop-off in the use of religion and the use of the church as a support. This seemed to be partly related to the fact that the local church communities are no longer sufficiently politically conscious and active for the relevant families.

Another important strategy involved the use of politics to explain and understand the event, and as a medium through which to express emotion. A wide range of strategies within this broad ambit was used (see Table 7). In the first studies among the more common of these strategies were exposing the child to politics in 13 cases, explaining the detention in political terms in 12 cases and encouraging the child to express anger at the police in nearly half the cases. These strategies increased over time and became more prevalent in the follow-up study.
The sense of the family and the home being central, safe and ordered was found by caregivers to be important. This practice also increased over the two year interval between the studies. Among the more important strategies here include keeping a regular routine in 12 cases, the mother and child spending more time together in nine cases and an increase in structured activity for the whole family in six cases.

Unfortunately, some of the protective factors were not accurately measured, particularly intelligence and temperament. The children were too young to get an adequate measure of intellectual ability from their school performance and it was not appropriate in the context to do psychometric evaluations. Caregivers were asked about the child's temperament, but once again the validity was uncertain as it was felt on occasions that parents were trying to picture their child as perfect before the detention. A problem of recall also existed in some families as they were being asked to remember things four to nine years previously and distinguish the behaviour of one child among a number of others.

5.3. Clinical impressions of the family situation during the follow-up interviews

Anxiety levels were often high in the families interviewed, which is understandable given the levels of repression they had experienced. There was a particular sense of anxiety as the October 1988 municipal elections⁷ were due within two to four months of most of the interviews taking place. Fears existed that there would be a major crackdown on progressive organisations and mass detentions. High levels of anger at

---

⁷ These were elections for local municipalities. Many of the progressive organisations supported a campaign calling on people to stay away from the polls so as to negate the legitimacy of the municipal councils. As a result many of the activists were expecting the State to respond with heavy repression and mass detentions.
police and the State were common, particularly in cases where the repression had been heaviest. Some sense of despair was found in two families where the detained person had still not been released and support structures had grown weaker. In a number of the families there was a strong need to talk and to release emotions.

6. CASE STUDIES AND DISCUSSION

Given the descriptive nature of the study, a discussion in the traditional sense will not be used. This section aims rather to explore more fully the material relating to what factors the caregiver felt helped the child to cope and linking this with the theoretical material where possible. Case studies will be used where appropriate. It is divided into sections within which the various stressors and factors can be grouped.

6.1. Security of life following detention

Security of life following the detainee's release seems to be the major factor in determining the reported rate of fall off of the negative effects of the parents detention. These effects are more serious if the family is unable to mobilise adequate coping mechanisms. The first study drew upon this as one of its conclusions (Skinner & Swartz, L., 1989) and it is borne out in the follow-up study. The major factors affecting the family security appear to be the continued harassment of the family, threats of or the actual redetention of a family member. The situation is worsened if parents became very anxious or if members of the family have to go on the run. If the child remains at home while the detainee is on the run, and has to witness every time the security police come to look for that parent, a short period in which the effects are heightened follows.
Many of these factors are indicated in the case study of Chantal, aged nine at the time of the follow-up study. She had not shown many problems over the period of the detention and those that had appeared resolved rapidly following the detainee’s release. For the whole of 1987 the previously detained father, a teacher, had been studying and for the first four months of 1988 had had to undergo three non-serious operations and so remained at home. Over this time he had been out of high profile political work. He returned to teaching in May of 1988 and began to take on high profile tasks of speaking at meetings. At that point his and his spouse’s fear of his redetention rose, particularly with the 1988 October elections in the near future. At that point Chantal began to show a number of problems clearly related to a fear of her father’s redetention including attention seeking behaviour, fear that the father could be hurt or disappear. When he went out, she would worry and ask about him. She also had trouble falling asleep and began talking in her sleep.

Another important example is the case of Nasieg, aged seven at the time of the follow-up study, whose father had to go on the run soon after release, as he received detention and death threats. Initially the whole family went ‘on the run’ together, but this became difficult so the remainder of the family returned home while the father remained on the run. At this point the child, who had shown only an average response to the detention, deteriorated considerably. Previous problem areas as well as fears and phobias were heightened and the child began to walk and talk in his sleep. Most of the reactions centred around a fear that the father would be detained again or hurt and that he, the child, was not in a position to control this. Many of these problems receded once more when the family was united.

\[\text{In order to facilitate the reading of this document, pseudonyms will be used to refer to each case study.}\]
In the intervening period between the two studies, he has had to move house with his parents three times in a year and a half before returning to their own home, which had in the interim been vandalised by tenants. They had been unable to return earlier as they were scared that the house was marked. The father, who had been detained, was still fearful of redetention as the police had become interested in his activities again. They had also experienced financial problems as his mother had been blacklisted from getting a job by her previous manager and the father, who was a self employed carpenter, had lost a lot of his tools. In addition, his mother was depressed and father was anxious. There was also some conflict between them.

Nasieg’s problems worsened over time including the development of serious separation anxiety to the point of school refusal at times in the first half of Sub A. He had also shown generalised anxiety, insecurity and difficulty in relating to friends. Sleeping problems included waking up in the middle of the night, sleep talking and sleep walking. The last symptom reached a point where they had to lock the front door and take the key out as he had walked across the road in his sleep. He had become tearful, over-sensitive, moody, withdrawn, irritable and was throwing tantrums. His mother was finding him to be disobedient and difficult to manage. A number of physical problems, including sinusitis, stomach pains, fevers and headaches, have become prominent. He began wetting his bed at night and using babylike behaviour. This improved slightly when they moved home but the family has so far been unable to adapt to the stressors and many of the problems remain.

The four children whose parents are still interned constitute a particular group and are in general more badly affected than the others. In all their cases the caregivers reported that it is far more difficult to cope with the stressors as their households are no longer whole. Over time, support structures
for them have also begun to break down which renders them feeling even more isolated. It becomes extremely tiring for the single parents to cope on their own. It is interesting and of probable importance to note that the one child whose remaining caregiver is politically involved is reported to have coped best. This is likely to be a result both of the fact that the political involvement provides the family with an understanding and an outlet for emotions, and it allows for that family to receive increased support from politically orientated support structures. In the other cases the families have tended to become more isolated.

At this point it is useful to look more closely at a number of the factors which families reported affected coping. This will be done according to the categories already established in Table 6, namely social supports, family centered coping strategies, politically centered coping strategies and other.

6.2. *Social supports*
This study looks at perceived social supports and those which the caregiver reported were actually used. It should therefore provide an evaluation of the extent to which each family felt itself to be supported.

From the cases investigated it appeared that support was extensive. Some families reported experiencing support from all sides, including extended family, friends, community, their own political organisations and the political services organisations. Support also ranged across the areas considered theoretically to be of relevance. These include informational supports, which were particularly important where families did not understand what had happened. Organisations such as Detainees Parents Support Committee (DPSC), the crisis centre\(^9\) as well as other service and political organisations were able

\(^9\) These were progressive organisations set up to help families of detainees.
to assist by explaining what the detention meant, how to make contact with the security police, how to organise visits, and how to get parcels of clothing to the detainee. Material support was provided by groups such as the Dependants' Conference\textsuperscript{10}, as well as other support structures and individuals. While these were unlikely to replace the financial losses incurred by the detention, often of the major breadwinner, they did not keep the family going. Likewise, the self esteem, social influence and emotional release needs were provided for to varying degrees.

This was sufficient to carry many families, whose internal structures appeared at times to be under severe stress and threatening to collapse had this support not been provided. This quality of the supported reported to be given gives some truth to the popular notion of the families of detainees becoming heroes, and that there is a cohesion within oppressed communities against the common enemy of the State.

Unfortunately there were apparent problems with the support structures as well. In the case of one family where the father had still not been released at the time of the follow-up interview, the mother appeared to the researcher to have become dependent on these structures. She used others to take over her roles which further undermined her sense of self competence and made her increasingly depressed.

More serious problems seemed to exist where the structures had ceased to function and the person was left without support. One particular case where this happened concerned a family where one parent was still in detention. The remaining caregiver was a nurse and bringing in a regular income. She therefore did not qualify for financial support, which she

---

\textsuperscript{10} Dependants' Conference is a church based body in Cape Town which provides assistance for families of detainees and political prisoners.
nevertheless felt she needed. As her husband was in detention she felt uncomfortable going out alone socially. She also felt isolated from her community. She reported that they kept their distance as she was a professional and this made them uncomfortable. There was also no family support within Cape Town. She was feeling increasingly stressed at having to maintain the family and the home by herself "without a man around the house to help with repairs and for protection". In this situation the loss of support was not only the loss of a buffer but the loneliness and helplessness was a stressor in itself (cf. Payne & Jones, 1987). From her perspective there had previously been a solid support structure for her, but once her husband was sentenced, with the trial over, the support structures gradually began to fall away.

Caregivers also saw role models outside the family, in these cases mostly teachers, as important supports for children. They were often able to provide balanced support while a child’s parents were under stress, as well as added stimulation.

Children who had friends with a parent in detention seemed able to find support in each other. This was not necessarily through talking, but it appears from parents’ reports that it was more a result of feeling comfortable in a situation in which everybody had similar problems.

A broad range of professional helpers were used including doctors, psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers and homeopaths. Sometimes these served simply to assure caregivers that the child's apparently abnormal behaviour was actually normal given the circumstances. In all three cases in which parents went to psychotherapy, they found it helped them in coming to terms with the situation, controlling their anxiety and managing the child. In two cases parents made use of a special school, e.g. religious classes after normal school, to
deal with a behaviour problem. These were not reported as being successful until the family made adjustments within its own structures as well.

There was a generally low usage of service organisations with the exception of DPSC which was frequently used. DPSC used a method by which families of detainees meet to discuss their problems, provide each other with support and try to generate solutions. This may have covered most of the potential needs which would otherwise have required contacting specific service organisations. In some cases lawyers or the parents' political organisation also provided support services.

6.3. Family centered coping strategies
Family reaction is possibly the most central component in assisting the child to cope. The family was reported in most cases to be the prime support mechanism for the child so if (s)he feels that the family is holding itself together then the child is likely to be able to cope far better.

Approaches reported to be successfully used by families drew on both problem focussed and emotion focussed coping strategies (cf. Billings & Moos, 1984). This is best illustrated via a case study of Colin, aged eight at the time of the follow-up study. He has faced particularly severe stressors over the last year with both his parents and his sister being threatened with detention. In fact, his home has been raided on four occasions by the security police looking for his sister. One occasion he was taken off separately to another room by the police and questioned. There have also been instances of police surveillance of the house and they believe their telephone is tapped. However, he has few reported effects, mainly some attention seeking behaviour, an inclination at times to want to be treated like a baby, and teases his brother who is two years older than him. He does,
however, have a strong anger and dislike for the police, sees them as the enemy and spends time developing methods to get back at them and defend his family.

In response to the stressors the family has called family meetings in which the situation is discussed, with each member being able to contribute and solutions sought. They have tried to allow things to be talked through rather than kept cooped up, and when necessary have called in outside help, for example, OASSSA for counselling. For Colin, he has an understanding of what is happening and gets support. The family puts a lot of emphasis on doing things together, such as going on walks or camping.

In the above instance it seems clear that both the problems in terms of the family system and emotional issues are addressed. Stressors were faced and dealt with as far as the situation allowed for it. In the family above the child had not yet shown major problems and any potential problems were averted and stressors were dealt with as far as the situation allowed for it.

Other situations occurred where the child had already developed the problematic behaviours. In these cases some families tried to take decisions with the child as a focus. Once again this was within the restrictions provided by the circumstances. A case study of Julia, aged five at the time of the follow-up study, illustrates such an approach.

The family had faced enormous stressors over the period between the first and second interviews, including a brief redetention, further threats of detention, confiscation by the security police of research materials, as well as additional harrassment such as regular raids by the police, car tyres being let down and receiving strange phone calls. At this point the family had to go on the run for about four months.
Julia also lost a teacher whom she liked. She became very withdrawn and shy, whereas previously she had been confident and outgoing. She also became overdependent, became very anxious if both parents went out and left her alone, became oversensitive, insecure, had nightmares and developed severe asthma, particularly around acute stressors. In response the parents sat down and evaluated their situations, looking especially at stressors they could change and separating them from those they could not. Among the changes included the mother spending more time at home. They also moved home, from their communal house in an area of high political conflict, to a family home in a neighbourhood where the police presence was lower. The parents also changed her school to one which they felt would allow her more space to work through these emotional problems. The parents feel that the changes gave Julia the stability to begin to feel secure, and that the problems began to fall away. A new teacher at school was able to build on this sense of security and assist her to explore her potential. She responded well to this attention and developed enormously. In this case the family reports to have been able to separate the problems out, look at each rationally and decide on the best approach, using the child as a focus in the decision. Similar techniques were used at later stages when the family faced further stressors. The major strategy here was to use whichever resources were available to try to create as much stability as possible.

A number of families reported that they found it useful to take part in activities together as a family. Examples included going out as a family every Friday night, or another redeveloped a tradition of going hiking once a month. Holidays as a family were used as 'time outs' where everybody could get away from the immediate stressors and so were seen as particularly important. Holidays also seemed to reconnect relationships strained by tension or broken by periods of detention or by a person being on the run.
Similarly, to a number of families it appeared important that the mother and child spent more time together, particularly where the child had fantasies of abandonment. One case example concerned a child who began stealing money from his mother. The child had had a very negative response to the original detention and for much of the period since his father’s release both parents had been working long hours and not spending much time at home. A number of other strategies were attempted to get around the problem but none worked until the mother began to take time off in the afternoon. At this point the stealing and many other problematic behaviours stopped or decreased.

Another case in which this seemed important concerned Thabo, a boy aged seven at the time of the follow-up interview. His mother had spent most of the period between the first detention and the second interview in detention or on the run. Initially his elder brother helped him cope, but he was killed in a car accident about a year before the interview. Since then Thabo is reported to have developed pronounced fantasies of abandonment or that his mother is dead, particularly if she is late for meeting him or goes out without telling him. The mother has therefore decided since she was last released from detention to stay at home with the child and not to go on the run again. She was unfortunately subsequently detained by the security police again.

Elder siblings have often to play the role of replacement parents at various times and take on adult responsibilities. In some cases this elder child becomes part of an mutual support structure with the parents. Among the cases used in this study it appears to have been a positive process for the younger children if contact with the parents is not blocked. The effects on the elder child could fruitfully be explored in a further study.
Where family relationships were good prior to the detention this was reported to provide protection for the children. They appeared to be able to make use of other relationships more easily as some experience of trusting existed.

Most parents claimed to be able to hide their anxiety, but this may be doubtful. There appeared to be a connection between parental and child anxiety in most cases. The case studies outlined at the beginning of the discussion section, namely Chantal and Nasieg, are good indicators of this. Parental anxiety put severe limitations on a number of mothers. In one case a mother felt unable to cope with all her children so sent one away to school in the Transkei, another took a holiday away from the family for a month and another felt unable to give of herself so when her child was upset she bought her toys. A further problem found particularly among the mothers of the children was depression. Parents appeared to cope better when they acknowledged their anxiety or depression and tried to deal with it rather than just trying to carry on regardless and denying it. This was shown particularly with parents who then used outside counselling services, e.g. Colin's parents, or psychotherapy.

One interesting consequence in one case was that the mother had been liberated by her husband’s detention. Previously she had not done certain tasks as she did not know how, e.g. handling the household accounts. With her husband in detention she then had to do these. Finding out that she was in fact competent in these areas gave her substantially more confidence in herself. By the time of the second interview she had begun to work further on this new found freedom and had got a job.

The Transkei is about 1000 km from Cape Town.
6.4. Politically centered coping factors

Most of the stressors occur within an overtly political context, and as a result a number of caregivers found it important to find political modes of coping. These can be broken into those that provide mainly informational assistance, and the space provided by politics for emotional release.

The informational side includes explanations to the child about what detention means in addition to an awareness of broader political issues. The latter includes knowledge of apartheid, racism, seeing government figures, police and army as the enemy; knowledge of the leaders of the progressive movement, symbols and freedom songs. Children picked up this political understanding from attending meetings, overhearing political discussions in the home, seeing symbols in the home and direct political education. These were reported to assist the child in making sense of the events and allowed for a level of cognitive control, thereby limiting the fantasies from taking over. A case in which this is illustrated is of Karen, aged five at the time of the detention, whose father had been detained. She was given no explanation by her parents, so had to create her own image of the experience. Her father was studying for an exam at the time of the detention. She interpreted the detention as a punishment for not studying hard enough, so insisted from then on doing homework every night to protect herself. She has also separated her father into two people in fantasy, the person in detention was her sibling’s father, and her real father is at home. At the same time, she has extensive and generalised fears of the police.

A caution here is to give the child appropriate information both in terms of their developmental level and not to emphasise the torture or deaths in detention. In one case a child was told about the practice of torture in detention, had these methods described to him and was told about deaths in
detention. This information seemed to feed into his fantasies, creating enormous fears which could have been avoided.

Warnings and education about detention prior to the event reportedly did help on the few occasions where it happened. This information, however, was generally only given to the parents which was important in itself. In one case in which the child had some warning, i.e. the father said he may be detained and explained this briefly, she was better able to adapt when the detention happened. This type of preparation would serve as a form of stress inoculation (cf. Poster, 1983).

On the flip side of this, there were cases in which the family denied the possibility or appeared to not want to believe that detention would happen again, even when there were obvious threats. Such families seemed to fare worse as this type of denial did not prevent the rise of anxiety. The case of Chantal, outlined in the beginning of the discussion section, indicates this clearly.

An interesting coping strategy reported was to reconstruct the detention cognitively as a positive event, by calling it a growth experience or an experience which is important in the struggle for freedom. This was used in a family classified as white where the mother explained that this allowed the child to feel solidarity with all the oppressed people in the country.

The other element of politically centered strategies is that it allows for emotional expression or release. Two emotions appeared to be particularly important in this regard: anger and fear. Both apparently need to be given space and both are common occurrences in most of the children researched. Some children want to act on their anger. One child would hit the
TV screen whenever a State official, particularly P.W. Botha, (the South African State President at the time of the study) appeared. Others had fantasies of planting bombs and many wanted guns to shoot policemen. One little boy would run around with a stick, point it at people and say, "I'm going to shoot you". A number acted in a defiant manner when the police came to detain the parent with one child throwing his toy car at them. Fears and phobias of the police and army as well as generalised fears were also common.

Problems seemed to develop at times when parents would not allow, or tried to prevent one or the other of the emotions from being expressed. One family encouraged the expression of anger but would not allow the child to be fearful, even scolding him at times. The child developed excessive clinging behaviour, possibly as a result of this.

The child may also need to be able to express anger towards the parents at times. In one family in which this was accepted, the parents reported that it appeared to help.

In cases where children could get involved in follow-up activity it was reported to have helped them. One child took part in a demonstration outside the security police headquarters, demanding the release of his father. He still holds on to this as a positive experience. Another attended services at a church, where a campaign was being run calling for the release of detainees. Many children spoke and fantasised about political activities including escape plans for getting their parents out of jail.

6.5. Other forms of support and coping
A number of other support factors and coping strategies arose that were perceived to be important but did not fit into the categories outlined above.
Keeping a constant routine has been considered by past research to be important (cf. Rutter, 1985) and this was borne out in this study, in virtually all cases. It is illustrated well in the case study of Nasieig. Setting up a regular routine, together with returning home appeared to be central in this child’s even beginning to establish some security. This allowed the child to drop some of his problematic behaviours. Important to note here and in similar cases, is that this could occur only once the family, particularly the parents, had first stopped and evaluated the situation and the stressors. So in many ways this strategy is part of a broader adaptation that a family has to make.

Moving house was used as a means of establishing more stability in a number of instances. This operated in two ways. Firstly, there were three families who went on the run soon after the detainee’s release, or who moved out of their house during the detention. All decided to return home after a period as they felt that this constant moving was having a negative effect on their children. When they did, the added security of living at home was reported to have helped the child. A second set of families moved home in order to establish a more secure base and to move out of the areas of high conflict between police and the community. These changes were also reported to have brought generally positive results.

One strategy families saw as an important protection was to wait before opening the door for the police when they came to detain the parent. This gave them a chance to get organised and they were able to assert more control and provide more security for the child during the detention process. It also gave them an opportunity to explain what was happening to the child.

Visits to the detainee during the detention were reported to be useful only if they were on a contact basis. Generally
those visits made through glass\textsuperscript{12} were found to be destructive for both the child and the detainee. The child often could not understand why they could not touch their parent and began to distract the other parents and disrupt the visit. The younger the child, the more difficult it generally was.

Families often comforted themselves with the knowledge that there is somebody worse off. Taylor (1983) raises this as a cognitive strategy for coping as it gives the family the security of knowing that there are people worse off than them but still coping.

One child coped by thinking of the detention as his father being away on a business trip. He had been on many so the child was used to his absences. The little boy was fortunate in that his father was released after 13 days, one day before the expected time, and was not held for an extended period.

Fantasy material was often used positively by the children. Its use in political terms to aid emotional expression has been raised already. In addition, Julia, mentioned above, was able to use a fantasy world of fairies and princes, apparently to control the frightening feelings which threatened her.

6.6 Variations in coping factors among sub-groups
The sample, as it existed at the end of the second study, was divided according to age, sex, racial classification and class. No statistical tests could be done as numbers were small, but on the basis of a qualitative analysis there were few major differences across any of the groups in terms of the coping strategies reported. Even qualitative analysis was, however, limited by the small sub sample sizes.

\textsuperscript{12} In most cases when families visited the detainee in prison it occurred through a glass screen so family members could not touch the detainee.
Only two differences of any import were noted:
(a) Younger children were likely to be given a less full explanation of detention. However, age did not appear to affect the likelihood of parents talking about the detention, or explaining it to the children.

(b) In terms of racial classification, white children appeared to do slightly better according to parents' perceptions. This is likely to be due to their homes being further from the actual conflict areas. News restrictions also meant that they did not hear what was happening in the other areas where conflict was going on. This limited the spill over effects as found in Ireland where children in neighbouring areas were affected by the news of conflict in a next door suburb (Frazer, 1971).

7. CONCLUSION

Caregivers have reported a number of factors to be important in assisting them to cope with the particular stressors they face. Of these the most important factors appeared to be the household or family acting as a unit and an open, honest and directed approach to problem solving. Other important factors could include the provision of adequate support structures for the family, a stable routine and a political education for the child around detention so they can achieve a balanced understanding for themselves. The child may also need to be given the space to express both fear or anger towards the police or whoever the child sees as being responsible for the detention. At times the child may require special attention and to have his or her needs focussed on directly. Parents also need to keep a strong awareness of their own feelings, as a child is very perceptive of parents' emotions.
This collection of coping strategies has enabled many families to establish a sense of coherence as described by A. Antonovsky (1987) in the situation, which allows them to cope. When the detention is situated within the dynamics of the struggle for democracy, it becomes comprehensible. The person is also then able to feel meaningful in terms of his/her role in the political battle. The often arbitrary nature of the State of Emergency detentions does, however, undermine this.

If the family is able to come together and use the family centered coping strategies described above, it seems that the situation also can become at least partially manageable. In many cases, even if only a part of the situation is controllable, i.e. under an internal locus of control, the family or person seems more likely to be able to resist the effects of the stressors. The ability to establish this sense of coherence under situations of increasing difficulty is the central aim of many of the coping factors, and from the research it appears that a number of families have been successful.

In conclusion, it does appear from the above research that detention constitutes a particular and severe stressor for children. However, a more rigorous research process is required to establish exactly what that effect is.

It will be important to look also at the interactions between detention and other stressors - in this case particularly 'security of life' for the child. This is important in terms of debates around ongoing stress and its contribution to illness behaviour (Haggerty, 1986).

Finally, a range of coping strategies came to light which are just described here but require further investigation. The perceived helpfulness needs to be evaluated against actual helpfulness as these are not necessarily identical (Menaghan,
1983). However, detention as a whole is not something to just be coped with, it needs to be eradicated together with the rest of the S.A. Government’s repressive system.
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